Student Internships

You will be working at Nokia Solutions and Networks in European Software and Engineering Center in Wroclaw. You will be part of a software engineering team working on the newest cutting edge technologies for the future mobile networks.

As part of our team you will be responsible for:

- development of supporting tools and new features,
- taking part in implementation of development and testing frameworks,
- creating unit tests and module tests for developed software.

We are looking for you if you have:

- knowledge and experience in C++ programming,
- academic background in OO analysis and design,
- basic knowledge about agile methodology,
- analytical thinking,
- team player spirit,
- good communication skills,
- spoken and written English.

We can offer you:

- work experience in international environment together with world class software engineers,
- opportunity to work on the newest cutting edge technologies for the future mobile networks,
- friendly and agile working environment of young and creative professionals.

If you like new technologies join us!

Apply via our job portal
(Search by keyword: student, trainee)
www.nsn.com/jobsinpoland
Or send your application to
recruitment.wroclaw@nsn.com